
How long after regulations change 
are you alerted to compliance risk?

The ultimate aim of the regulatory change management 
process is to identify and evaluate regulatory gaps as 
soon as they arise, and take steps to remediate policies 
and controls that put your business at risk.

Regulatory gap analysis is one of the most vital, yet 
time-consuming and risky aspects of regulatory change 
management. The stakes are high, with more than 
$400 billion in enforcement fines forecast by 2020, 
and mounting pressure to prove personal liability. The 
longer a regulatory gap exists without remediation, the 
greater the risk of breaches and sanctions.

Performed manually, there are a multitude of ways 
to get regulatory gap analysis wrong. There is only 
one way to be sure of getting it right – through smart 
automation of repetitive tasks, currently undertaken by 
high-value humans at enormous cost.

How is automation solving 
the failings of manual regulatory 
gap analysis?

1. Replacing repetitive, people-centric processes  
with intelligent automation, at scale

Financial institutions still employ high-cost regulatory 
experts to scour the Internet daily and continuously 
monitor for regulatory change – a slow process, and 
regulatory change can go unnoticed for hours, days or 
weeks. CUBE DRP removes people from the process 
of identifying regulatory change and spotting gaps, 
reducing evaluation and remediation timescales 
dramatically, and mitigating risk.

2. 360° visibility of regulatory gaps, across the 
enterprise

Manual processes are de-centralized and unconnected, 
offering no complete view of your compliance status. 
With CUBE DRP, continuously updated graphical 
dashboards offer at-a-glance insight into compliance 
status, enterprise-wide. 

3. Real-time, automated alerts as soon as 
regulatory change increases compliance risk

Before automation, the diligence of regulatory experts 
was relied upon to uncover regulatory change quickly. 
Today, there is no need to go looking, given that CUBE 
DRP automatically identifies all policies and controls 
impacted by regulatory change, alerts business owners 
in real-time, and frees regulatory experts to focus on 
remediation and distribution.

4. On-demand regulatory gap analysis

In the past, regulatory gap analysis took time to 
complete, increasing your risk of non-compliance and 
enforcement fines. Today, with CUBE DRP, you can 
check for regulatory gaps relating to specific 
regulatory topics, jurisdictions or business functions, 
in just a few mouse-clicks, whenever you choose to.

5. Accelerating time to market

When entering new jurisdictions, launching new 
products or extending sales of existing products from 
one jurisdiction to another, it can take time to evaluate 
the regulatory implications. With CUBE DRP you know 
in an instant which new regulations would apply and 
how to update policies and controls for compliance.

6. Automated enforcement fine tracking 
and alerts

Previously, financial services firms were reliant on 
ad hoc announcements for news on enforcements. 
Today, CUBE DRP automatically alerts you to relevant 
breaches and highlights policies and controls that are 
placing your business at risk of the same sanctions.

Evaluating regulatory impact 
to accelerate remediation
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Evaluate the impact of regulatory 
change with CUBE

Driven by Artificial Intelligence (AI), Natural Language 
Processing (NLP) and Robotic Process Automation 
(RPA), CUBE delivers exceptional automation of the 
entire regulatory change management lifecycle.

Key features: evaluating regulatory change

• The world’s richest source of global financial  
 services regulatory intelligence

• Continuous, AI-driven regulatory gap analysis  
 automatically pinpoints the impact of regulatory  
 change on your policies and controls 
  
• Sophisticated RPA workflows trigger downstream  
 compliance processes when raised compliance risk 
 is detected

• Automated alerts notify responsible business  
 owners in real time, as soon as remediation may 
 be required

• On-demand impact assessments produce instant  
 results. Gain full visibility of you compliance status is  
 viewed via a traffic light dashboard and drill down to  
 examine the detail of underlying regulations

• Real-time alerts signal newly-issued regulatory  
 enforcement fines relevant to your business. 
 DRP notifies you of any policies or controls that are  
 putting your business at risk of a similar penalty

• Heat maps and analytics viewed via graphical  
 dashboards are continuously updated to provide a  
 holistic view of your compliance status.

• 24/7 Regulatory Knowledge Base and 
 “Ask the Expert” service
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Simplify the Regulatory Change Management Process with CUBE DRP

Track ConnectEnrich Evaluate
Continuously capture all 
global financial services 

regulation

Automatically map regulatory 
intelligence to your own 

policies and controls

Transform regulatory 
content into regulatory 

intelligence

Assess regulatory impact 
quickly, for rapid remediation 

of policies and controls

Why choose CUBE?

• Vast time and cost savings through automation and  
 the elimination of repetitive manual processes

• More time spent on evaluation and remediation 
 rather than repetitive, manual data capture 
 and analysis

• Continuous monitoring of your compliance status,  
 365/24/7

• Scalable compliance accommodating exponential  
 growth in information, regulations and business  
 operations

• Avoidance of enforcement fines resulting from 
 failure to identify and remediate compliance gaps

• Reputational risk mitigation which fosters trust 
 and safeguards revenues

• Defensible audit trail enabling you to prove that 
 you are continuously monitoring for regulatory  
 change, and are able to identify regulatory gaps as  
 soon as they arise

• Lightweight, versatile infrastructure (SaaS) that  
 deploys quickly, scales easily and requires no 
 internal IT overheads or maintenance

• Seamless integration with pre-existing systems 
 and processes, via CUBE’s Open API connectors


